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Abstract

Background

Imaginal retraining, a type of approach-bias-modification performed in one’s own imagination, is effective in reducing alcohol craving in problem drinkers. This study aims to segregate three main components of the original technique and compare their effectiveness in reducing craving and alcohol consumption.

Methods

The study was conducted online. Interested individuals wishing to reduce their alcohol consumption underwent a baseline assessment (T0), whereby a total of $n = 200$ included participants were randomly assigned to one of four study arms. There were three active groups receiving different training manuals: psychoeducation + advice only (PE), PE + a simplified motor in-sensu AAT instruction (AAT0), and the ‘enriched’ original imaginal retraining technique (including the components PE + enhanced movements + an embodied cognition/emotion induction instruction) (AAT+), vs. a wait-list control (WLC). Participants in the three active arms were instructed to train twice a day (10 mins. each) over the course of four weeks, whereafter a post-test was conducted (T1). A follow-up took place one month later (T2). Repeated measures ANOVAs were computed to test for differential changes of the four groups over time (group*time interaction effects) concerning craving and alcohol consumption. Both per-protocol and intention-to-treat analyses (PPA, ITTA) were conducted.

Results

In both PPA and ITTA, significant group*time interaction effects were identified, whereby false-discovery-rate corrected post-hoc tests revealed that AAT0 most consistently reduced craving with stability towards follow-up. Results concerning alcohol consumption (g ethanol) were inconsistent.

Conclusion
DISMANTLING IMAGINAL RETRAINING

This study demonstrates that a simplified version of the imaginal retraining technique yields consistent results concerning craving reduction. This may hint towards the central importance of the core element of retraining: a movement of pushing (imagined) alcoholic beverages away. Possibly, more complex forms of imaginal retraining need further instruction than a written manual, such as instructive videos.

**Keywords:** imaginal retraining, in-sensu, training effectiveness, craving, alcohol consumption, addiction.
INTRODUCTION

Globally, the consumption of alcohol is related to 3 million deaths per year, accounts for 5.1% of the global burden of disease and is the leading risk factor for premature mortality and disability in people between 15 to 49 years of age (World Health Organization; 2018). Even in sub-clinical cases, alcohol consumption rates represent a serious health risk with over 3 billion people worldwide recorded drinking alcohol in the year 2016 (World Health Organization; 2018). Although people are usually aware of the negative consequences and might even desire to stop drinking, they are often unsuccessful in quitting or reducing their consumption (Stacy & Wiers, 2010).

Approach-/avoidance tendencies

According to the dual-process model, two systems are engaged when processing information such as evaluating a craved object: the impulsive system, which operates rather quickly, automatically, and out of conscious control, and the reflective system, functioning in a deliberate and controlled, yet slower manner (Brockmeyer et al., 2015; Wiers et al., 2013a, Wiers et al., 2013b). In addictive behaviors, there appears to be an imbalance favoring the automatic, impulsive processes over the controlled ones, leading to automated approach tendencies towards craved stimuli (Watson et al., 2012; Wiers et al., 2013b; Fridland & Wiers, 2017). The tendency to approach craved objects over neutral ones, known as the approach bias, has been demonstrated for a variety of addictive behaviors (e.g., alcohol and cigarettes) by the Approach Avoidance Task (AAT; Wiers et al., 2013a; Wiers et al., 2013b). In its original form, the AAT displays pictures of craved (i.e., alcohol) and neutral objects on a computer screen. In the diagnostic version of the AAT, individuals are asked to implicitly react to the format, such as horizontally vs. vertically displayed pictures, or colored frames (e.g., yellow vs. blue) around the neutral and unhealthy/addictive stimuli and to either pull or push the pictures towards or away from oneself with a joystick, depending upon the presented format. The approach bias can be calculated in different ways, such as by comparing the
standardized reaction times for approaching (pulling) unhealthy vs. neutral stimuli or subtracting standardized pull- from push- reaction times. In addictive behaviors, the reaction times are often found to be faster while approaching craved objects (Wiers et al., 2011; Wiers et al., 2010; Kakoschke et al., 2017). In one of the approach bias modification (ApBM) versions of the AAT, the instructions are explicit, in that critical stimuli such as alcoholic beverages are always to be rejected, i.e. pushed away from oneself as quickly as possible with a joystick, while neutral stimuli are to be approached by pulling them towards oneself. ApBM has proven to be effective across multiple addictive behaviors, such as excessive alcohol consumption, smoking or unhealthy eating (Fridland & Wiers, 2017., Wiers et al., 2011, Wiers et al., 2010; Wiers et al., 2015; Kakoschke et al., 2017).

The AAT is partially derived from the concept of embodied cognition, i.e., that movements, cognitions, and emotions are interrelated (Dijkstra & Post, 2015; Fridland & Wiers, 2017) and that the connections between movement and inner states such as thoughts and emotions/perceptions are automatic (Dijksterhuis & Bargh, 2001) (e.g., adopting a hunched posture when feeling sad, or pushing something away from oneself/subconsciously distancing oneself in dislike). By pushing or pulling a joystick, the extension or retraction of the arm demonstrates this concept in either rejecting or approaching something physically. Sensorimotor characteristics, such as body postures, play a decisive role in mental processes (Pecher & Zwaan, 2005; Barsalou, 2010; Vallet et al., 2016) and it has been demonstrated that when seeing a stimulus or envisioning it, the same sensorimotor units are involved (Vallet et al., 2016; Vermeulen et al., 2008; Riou et al., 2011; Rey et al., 2014).

Imaginal retraining

The AAT has proven to be effective in retraining approach biases (Fridland & Wiers, 2017; Wiers et al., 2011; Wiers et al., 2010; Wiers et al., 2015), but there are barriers to its implementation: a computer is required for training and the stimuli are almost always
confined to those presented on the screen. Although customizing the computerized AAT to include individualized stimuli is possible in theory and could constitute a promising treatment addition for substance use disorders, it would be a rather time-consuming approach and difficult to implement in diagnostic trials. Additionally, due to its repetitive nature, the computer AAT is a rather tedious task. Imaginal retraining (IR; Moritz et al., 2019a; Moritz et al., 2020; Moritz et al., 2019b) is a type of ApBM which is performed using one’s own imagination. This non-computerized technique asks participants to imagine their individually craved stimuli (e.g., favorite alcoholic beverage) at their common place of consumption (e.g., bar, sofa, table), followed by a negative emotion induction (in the form of a crooked posture, frowning in disgust, contemplating negative thoughts such as being sick following alcohol consumption) introducing the concept of embodiment to a much larger extent than the computer AAT. Subsequently, instead of pushing away a joystick like in the computerized AAT, an actual ‘pushing movement’ is carried out, while simultaneously imagining throwing the craved object away before the ‘inner eye’. Conversely, non-addictive healthy drinks (e.g., water, tea) should be imagined while standing upright, slightly looking up, then lifting the object up, while pulling the arm towards the mouth. The non-addictive healthy drinks should be consumed in imagination in an exaggerated way, coupled with positive feelings (e.g., activated by thinking about snuggling a pet), to increase the feeling of appreciation. While the original computer AAT also features embodiment (i.e., pushing and pulling a joystick), imaginal retraining goes further in amplifying the effects of embodied cognition by adding facial expressions such as frowning and smiling, specific motions or postures (i.e., crooked posture vs. standing up right), and thoughts or imagination, intended to evoke negative vs. positive emotions. This hypothetically fortifies the re-scription and encoding of associations (i.e., alcohol-negative-avoidance vs. healthy beverages-positive-approach) and hence stimulus-response-patterns. Advantages over the original AAT include easier implementation and integration into daily life as no equipment such as computers or joysticks are needed.
Additionally, personalized, preferential stimuli (such as most strongly craved alcoholic beverages) can be imagined, ensuring a customized training directed at reducing individualized approach biases. Previous research examining the effectiveness of imaginal retraining by our research group have shown promising results in samples of problem drinkers (Moritz et al., 2019a), smokers (Moritz et al., 2020), and overweight women (Moritz et al., 2019b).

Up to date, little is known about how imaginal retraining works. Two pilot studies have examined a selection of mechanisms of action (e.g., imaginary arm movement vs. imaginary and actual arm movement combined) in imaginal retraining in a one-time application. One study conducted with a sample of smokers (Moritz et al., 2021) indicated that the execution of the actual arm movement could be dispensable, while another study including a sample of overweight and obese women (Wirtz et al., 2021) suggested that the combination of an imagined and actual arm movement results in a reduction of craving. However, as both studies were restricted in that they only addressed the effects on craving after a one-time application of the imaginal retraining technique, it remains of interest which elements of the original retraining in-sensu are most effective, which may be dispensable, or perhaps even detrimental to its efficacy, in more realistic, long-term training schemes (i.e. randomized-controlled trial; RCT). Furthermore, other components including extensive embodied cognitions besides the arm movement, such as positive and negative emotion indication, alternating body postures and specific thoughts, or psychoeducation as separate interventions (all components of the original technique) were not evaluated in the preceding studies and their importance for effectiveness thus remain unknown.

The present study

As a dismantling study on imaginal retraining has not yet been examined in the scope of an RCT involving repeated training, while segregating different components of the
technique, the present study will focus on this research question. The original imaginal retraining manual as proposed by Moritz and colleagues (Moritz et al. 2019a; Moritz et al., 2020; Moritz et al., 2019b) includes several mechanisms that may alone or in combination contribute to the reduction of craving and drinking amount. These include: 1) [PE] a psychoeducative component, which also contains tips to reduce the amount of drinking and reduce the urge to drink, 2) [AAT0] the original AAT technique itself, as introduced by Wiers and colleagues (Wiers et al., 2013a; Wiers et al., 2013b; Wiers et al., 2011; Wiers et al., 2010), including the movement of pushing alcohol away (vs. pulling non-alcoholic beverages towards oneself), and 3) [AAT+] an emotion induction component, which uses both embodied cognition (e.g., posture of disgust, frowning, exaggerated movements such as throwing the alcoholic drink away aggressively), and emotion induction (e.g., creating preceding negative imaginal scenarios and thoughts) to enhance negative associations in relation to alcohol.

To examine the underlying mechanisms of imaginal retraining, the original manual was dismantled into three different sub-manuals containing the previously mentioned components (for further details, see Interventions section). A more detailed overview can be found in Table 1 in the Supplementary materials. By the segregation of these three main components, we were hoping to further unravel and differentiate the mechanisms underlying the effectiveness concerning reduced craving for alcohol, as previously reported following an imaginal retraining intervention (Moritz et al., 2019a). We set out to elucidate whether the craving-reducing effects of imaginal retraining are due to the mechanisms of enhanced embodied cognition and emotion induction - or can be achieved by the arm movement alone – or even simple psychoeducation. While other imaginal retraining studies mainly focused on effects on craving and rather vague reports on alcohol consumption were assessed (e.g. “did you consume much more, more, the same, less, or much less alcohol over the course of the last month?”), in this study, in addition to the main outcome variable craving, we took a closer look at imaginal retraining’s effects on alcohol consumption (grams of ethanol, as computed
from indicated standard drinks consumption) as a secondary outcome variable. In this study we compared three manualized conditions, hypothesizing that both manuals containing imaginal retraining (AAT0, AAT+) would have a stronger effect on alcohol craving- (primary outcome) and consumption reduction (secondary outcome) compared to the manual containing psychoeducation only (PE), and a wait-list control (WLC). Additionally, it was expected that a month-long application of the ‘enriched’ imaginal retraining would be superior to the simplified retraining in reducing craving and alcohol consumption, due to the added element of enhanced embodied cognition/ emotion induction.
METHODS

Recruitment, Design, and Study Procedure

The study was approved by a local ethics board prior to study onset (LPEK-0019). Recruitment mainly took place via Google AdWords, flyers and student e-mail distributors between June 2019 and April 2020. The RCT was implemented online using the survey platform Questback/ UniPark® (no IP addresses were stored). To ensure participation was as anonymous as possible, participants were instructed to use e-mail addresses not disclosing their names to conceal their identity (for sending the manuals, reminders for participation in post-test and follow-up, handling study compensation, or questions). Inclusion criteria for the online study entailed self-reported problematic drinking behavior, the wish to reduce the amount of drinking for different reasons (e.g., alcohol consumption having led to problems in social, traffic, or work-related contexts), and age between 18-75 years. No formal diagnosis of alcohol use disorder (AUD) was required for participation; but AUD also did not constitute an exclusion criterion either. Exclusion criteria were acute suicidality, assessed with BDI-II item 9 (rating ≥ 2), lifetime psychosis (self-reported diagnosis) and previous participation in any of the forerunner trials on the imaginal retraining method. In addition, participants who indicated drinking less than twice a month were filtered out in the survey and those indicating an ethanol intake of 0 (in g) were excluded post-hoc (see Measures section for details).

At the beginning of the baseline assessment [T0], informed consent was obtained by participants declaring to have understood and agreed to the data protection regulations and provided study information, being aware that participation was voluntary with the possibility of termination at any given time without need for explanation and agreeing to create a study e-mail address that does not contain personal information. Subsequently, socio-demographics, including age, sex, family status, work status, education level, previous and current therapeutic (incl. medication intake) status, lifetime and current psychiatric diagnoses, experience with psychotherapy and self-help interventions in general were assessed. In addition, alcohol- and
other addiction-related data was acquired, including existing substance use disorders, specification of alcohol/ drug intake, age of onset (regular drinking), and prior treatments. Lastly, a range of psychological and alcohol related questionnaires were administered (see Measures section), and afterwards participants were randomly assigned by the survey platform Questback/ Unipark® to one of four arms (see Interventions section for details).

There were three points of assessment for all groups: baseline [T0], a post-test directly after the training period of four weeks [T1] and at an additional four-week follow-up [T2]. Participants were reminded up to three times via e-mail to take part in post-test and follow-up. After the post-test assessment, participants were informed that they were welcome to keep on practicing their assigned intervention if they liked to. To be able to control for potential differences in training time between the active groups, participants were additionally asked about their average training time at the post- and follow-up assessment. After completion of a minimum of two assessment points, participants received a 20€-Amazon-voucher, sent to the anonymous e-mail-address they created at the beginning of the study. Participants in the WLC group received the AAT+ manual following completion of the study.

As medium to large effects were to be expected (Moritz et al., 2019a), a sample size of 30-40 participants per condition had been determined with the software G*Power (Erdfelder et al., 1996) (alpha = .05; ß = .80). In total, a sample size of 120-160 participants was needed. Subjects were recruited online until 150 individuals with at least two assessment points (pre-, post- and/or follow up) had participated. Follow-up assessments were completed in August 2020.

**Interventions**

The study comprised three interventional groups, listed here in ascending order according to the degree of complexity (number of hypothetical components): 1) psychoeducation + advice only = (PE), 2) (PE) + a simplified motor in-sensu AAT instruction = (AAT0), and 3) ‘enriched’ original imaginal retraining technique (including the components
(PE) + a motor (AAT0) + an embodied cognition/emotion induction instruction) = (AAT+). These were contrasted against a wait-list control [WLC] group. For a comparative overview detailing the different interventions in their modular structure, content, and varying degree of complexity, see Table 1. For AAT0 and AAT+ the instruction was to ideally practice twice a day, for about 10 minutes each time over the course of four weeks (until post-assessment; afterwards ad libitum).

**Measures**

*Alcohol-related problems at baseline*

The Alcohol Use Disorder Identification Test (AUDIT; Babor et al; 2001), issued by the WHO, consists of ten items (e.g., “How often during the last year have you found that you were not able to stop drinking once you had started?”) and measures the severity of alcohol-related problems on a 5-point-scale (“never”, “less than monthly”, “monthly”, “weekly” and “daily or almost daily”) and two items on a 3-point scale (“no”, “yes, but not in the last year”, “yes, during the last year”). Scores are weighed between 0 and 4 points each and summed up to calculate the total score of the individual items. Reliability in the present baseline sample (n = 200) was good (Cronbach’s α = .85). The possible sum score ranges from 0-40, whereby scores from 0-7 indicates a low-risk, 8-14 hazardous drinking, and ≥ 16 likelihood of alcohol-dependence. As the AUDIT focuses on the past year, it was inquired at baseline [T0] only, while at the post-assessments [T1 and T2] participants were asked concerning the outcomes craving and alcohol consumption [g of ethanol; see below].

The Alcohol Dependence Scale (ADS; Skinner & Horn, 1984), which was developed to assess both the presence and severity of AUD, comprises 25 items (e.g. “Following drinking, have you lost consciousness in the past 12 months?”) to rate the presence of AUD-related problems and symptoms over the past year either dichotomously (i.e., yes vs. no), or on a 3- or 4-point scale (e.g., quantifying different intensities). The total sum scores can range between 0 and 30. Values ≥ 20 indicate a potential AUD. Reliability was good in the present
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Sample (Cronbach’s $\alpha = .82$). Both AUDIT and ADS were assessed, in order to be able to cross-check results concerning baseline severity of alcohol-related problems.

Psychopathology assessments

Additional psychopathology was assessed, as symptoms relating to depression, stress, and anxiety are known to have strong inter-relations with alcohol consumption. The prognosis for patients with AUD and depression is worse compared to the prognosis of patients without depression (McHugh & Weiss, 2019). Thus, checking for baseline differences in the levels of (subclinical) affective symptoms in the present sample across groups seemed highly relevant.

The German version of the Depression Anxiety and Stress scale-21 (DASS-21) is a 21-item measure, whereby each dimension is measured with 7 items on a 4-point Likert scale. The dimensions of depression, anxiety, and stress in the present study were assessed referring to the past 4 weeks (e.g., “I found it difficult to relax”). Differential cut-offs are suggested for depression (0-9: normal, 10-13: mild, 14-20: moderate, 21-27: severe, 28+: extremely severe), anxiety (0-7: normal, 8-9: mild, 10-14: moderate, 15-19: severe, 20+: extremely severe), and stress (0-14: normal, 15-18 mild, 19-25: moderate, 26-33: severe, 34+: extremely severe). Cronbach’s $\alpha$ for all scales in the present sample was good (depression: $\alpha = .83$, anxiety: $\alpha = .81$, stress: $\alpha = .83$).

Impulsiveness

On a meta-analytical level, impulsivity has been suggested to be central to both the emergence and maintenance of addictive behavior (Lee et al., 2019). The Barratt Impulsiveness Scale (BIS-11; Patton et al., 1995) assesses the trait of impulsivity as self-report. Its’ 15-item version has shown acceptable psychometric properties (Spinella, 2007; Meule, 2011). The items are assessed on 4-point Likert scales ($1 = rarely/never$; $2 = occasionally$, $3 = often$, $4 = almost always/always$), and 5 items each reflect one dimension of impulsiveness: attentional (e.g., item: “I am restless at lectures or talky”), motor- (e.g., item: “I act on
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"impulse" and non-planning (e.g., item [reverse coded]: “I plan tasks carefully”). For the present study, the total score was used, with the total scale having a good internal consistency (Cronbach’s α = .83) in the present sample.

Primary Outcome

Craving was assessed concerning frequency (“How often did you crave an alcoholic drink during the last 7 days?”; 1 = never to 11 = all of the time), peak intensity and average intensity (“How intense was the strongest [average] craving for alcohol during the last 7 days?”; 1 = non-existent to 11 = extremely intense/strong) on visual analogue scales. The item score (sum/ 3) was used as the outcome in the present study. Internal consistency was good (Cronbach’s α at baseline: .89).

Secondary Outcome

An adapted version of the beverage intake questionnaire (BEVQ; Hedrick et al., 2010) was used, whereby the frequency of intake of seven standard alcoholic drinks (i.e.: beer 330ml, wine 150ml, sparkling wine 150ml, spirits 20ml, liqueur 40ml, long drinks 200ml, and alcohol-containing cocktails 200ml) during the last four weeks was assessed. Ratings were 0 = never, 1 = once per week, 2 = 2-3 x per week, 3 = 4-6 times x week, 4 = once per day, 5 = 2-3 x per day, 6 = 4x or more per day. Based on the indicated frequencies, first the total number of drinks per category (e.g., total number of beers) within one month, and based on this, the total amount consumed in ml per type of drink, was computed. In a second step, ethanol in grams was computed for the total amount (in ml) consumed, separately for each drink, by multiplying total consumed ml of the respective drink with the %vol (0.05 for beer, 0.12 for wine and sparkling wine, 0.38 for spirits, 0.30 for liqueur, 0.20 for long drinks and cocktails), thus obtaining alcohol consumed in ml. This number was then multiplied by the weight of ethanol, which is 0.8g (per ml of alcohol). In a final step, the ethanol values per drink were summed up to form a total score of pure alcohol consumption in gram ethanol within the last four weeks.
Amount of training

Amount of training was assessed to control for ‘participant engagement’ as potential confounder, by means of participants indicating their average training time per day, ranging from < 5 minutes to > 30 minutes on an 8-step scale, at post-test and follow-up.

Statistical Analyses

Baseline sample characteristics and group differences at baseline

In a first step, two separate baseline analyses were performed; once for a Per-Protocol-Analysis sample with complete data on all three assessment points (PPA; Table 2), and once for the entire baseline sample, as originally assigned per group, for the Intention-to-Treat-Analysis (ITTA; Table 3; see Missing data approach and multiple imputation for the intention to treat analysis section for details). It was assessed whether the groups differed in any of the baseline characteristics data, i.e., age, sex distribution, school education, AUDIT and ADS (severity of alcohol-related problems), DASS (depression, anxiety, stress), BIS (impulsiveness), the presence of current mental disorder (self-reported in general; AUD according to AUDIT and ADS), and the outcome variables (craving, alcohol consumption in g ethanol). Non-parametric or robust tests were chosen based on checking for normality of the data distribution in the sample with a rule-of-thumb criterion (skew and kurtosis between -1 to 1). Detecting differences at baseline between groups is key to identify potential sources of bias (covariates) that need to be considered for the main analyses, hence no p-level adjustments were made (as opposed to the post-hoc tests for the main analyses; see subsection Post-hoc tests). Per protocol analysis: mixed ANOVA approach to assess intervention effects on craving and alcohol consumption

All analyses were conducted in SPSS27. In a first step, only fully compliant subjects with complete data were analyzed (Per-Protocol-Analysis; PPA, n = 126). If normality (see previous section) was violated, and/or Boxplots exhibited extreme outliers (as defined in SPSS,
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which employs the Tukey method: lower bound = 1\textsuperscript{st} quartile – 3 * IQR; upper bound = 3\textsuperscript{rd} quartile + 3*IQR), data transformation approaches were applied first to compensate for these deviations. If data transformation could not solve the problem, a suited non-parametric test (i.e., median-, or rank-based) instead of the intended parametric repeated measures ANOVA (rm ANOVA) was used.

Two separate rm ANOVAs were conducted for the main (craving) and secondary (alcohol consumption in g ethanol) outcome, whereby assumptions were carefully checked. First, within-subject effects were examined to test for global trends over time (time effect). Between-subject effects (i.e., group) were examined to test for global differences between the groups in the (averaged) outcome across assessment points. Of main interest were significant group-dependent, differential changes over time (inner-subject group*time interaction effects). Effect sizes for main effects (i.e., group, time) and the interaction (group*time), were interpreted as $\eta^2_{\text{partial}} = 0.01$ small; $\eta^2_{\text{partial}} = 0.06$ medium; $\eta^2_{\text{partial}} = 0.14$ large effect.

Handling of significant baseline differences

In case of any of the baseline characteristics differing significantly, rm ANCOVA was conducted, with the respective baseline characteristic variable as covariate. In case of significant baseline differences in the outcome variables, multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) was conducted. The MANCOVA was run including the significantly differing baseline characteristics variable(s) plus the baseline values of the respective outcome as covariates, group as fixed factor, and post-test and follow-up data for craving/ alcohol consumption in g ethanol as outcomes.

Post-hoc-tests

For the main analyses (rm ANOVAs), within group paired (dependent, across all timepoints) and between-group (independent, within all timepoints) post-hoc t-tests were only run if the respective time and group*time interaction effect was significant. Hypothetically, between-group post-hoc tests would only need to be run in the case of significant between
subject effects in the previous main analysis step. However, it was reasoned that including between-group contrasts, applying an overall approach to mitigate alpha-error cumulation (see below), would provide a more detailed and conservative picture of findings. Cohen’s $d$ (Cohen; 1988) was estimated, using the rule of thumb: $\geq 0.2$ small effect, $\geq 0.5$ medium effect, $\geq 0.8$ large effect, to facilitate interpretation. Type I error accumulation (or alpha inflation) is a common problem in repeated testing of the same data. Since on the other hand the Bonferroni approach has been heavily criticized for being overly conservative, leading to inflated type II error (Perneger, 1998), a correction for multiple testing was implemented applying the Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) false discovery rate (FDR) method. Thereby, all $p$-levels for all post-hoc-tests that were run on the outcomes were entered into a new data file, and an SPSS script to implement the FDR method was run over this data, to distinguish false- from true-positive results (script available at: https://www.ibm.com/support/pages/does-spss-statistics-offer-multiple-comparisons-using-benjamini-hochberg-method-control-false-discovery-rate).

**Missing data approach and multiple imputation for the intention to treat analysis (ITTA)**

Missingness (%) was compared across groups. In addition, non-completers and completers were compared at baseline concerning the above-mentioned variables, to be able to detect systematic differences in compliant vs. non-compliant cases, which is relevant for inferring generalizability of results. A missing value analysis was carried out in SPSS27, whereby following a general rule of thumb, data on the dependent variable was not to be imputed if it was missing with $> 40\%$ (Jakobsen et al., 2009). If this criterion was fulfilled, missing outcome data was imputed for all participants who had been assigned to any the different study arms using multiple imputation (10 imputations, method: automatic selection based on empirical data option). Thereby, all data (i.e., for all baseline characteristics, outcome variables at baseline, intervention assignment) as used in the final analyses, were entered into the imputation model to obtain the estimates for the missing outcome data at post-test and
follow-up. Main analyses were repeated on an aggregated imputed dataset (containing averaged imputed values per participant).

3. RESULTS

Sample characteristics and group differences at baseline

Out of \( n = 210 \) baseline participants, 10 did not fulfill the inclusion criterion (i.e., baseline ethanol \( g = 0 \)) and were excluded from the main analyses. This resulted in a new total baseline sample of \( n = 200 \). For baseline descriptive data, including group comparisons for the PPA and ITTA, on all variables at baseline, see Tables 2 & 3. For dropout within each respective group, and subsequent samples for PPA and ITTA, see the CONSORT flowchart. For inferential statistics concerning dropouts across the groups, see next section.

Missing data analysis

We distinguished two ‘types’ of participants in our data (\( N = 200 \)): completers (as also included for PPA, with full data available on all three assessments; \( n = 126 \)), and non-completers (\( n = 74 \)). It was found that in AAT+, descriptively the highest rates of non-compliance occurred (\( n = 28/59 \) initially enrolled participants; 47.5%), followed by WLC (\( n = 19/49 \); 38.8%), AAT0 (\( n = 16/46 \); 34.8%) and PE (\( n = 11/46 \); 23.9%), yielding \( \chi^2 (3, 200) = 6.31, p = .097 \). Please see Table 4 in the supplementary materials, for descriptive data and comparisons between completers vs. non-completers for all relevant baseline variables and outcomes at baseline. The two groups differed significantly concerning age, AUDIT mean sum score, AUDIT \( \geq 16 \), ADS mean, total craving mean, and alcohol consumption in g ethanol, with all scores being higher for non-completers. None of the outcomes at T1 or T2 had more than 40% missingness (T1 missings on craving and ethanol: 29.5%, T2 missings on craving and ethanol: 32.5%), thus multiple imputation, as described above, was performed for ITTA.

Main Results

Per-protocol-analysis 1 repeated measures ANOVA: intervention effects on craving
There were no (extreme) outliers for craving, skew and kurtosis were all in an acceptable range at all assessment points in the total sample. Since there were no significant baseline differences in the PPA sample (see Table 2), no control for covariates (rm ANCOVA, or MANCOVA) was necessary. The rm AVOVA inner-subject effects analysis revealed a significant time effect \[ F(1.88, 229.59) = 14.00, p < .001, \eta^2_{\text{partial}} = .103 \], but no significant group effect was found \[ F(3, 122) = 0.45, p = .719, \eta^2_{\text{partial}} = .011 \]. The omnibus effect for the inner-subject interaction group*time was significant \[ F(5.65, 229.59) = 2.35, p = .035, \eta^2_{\text{partial}} = .055 \]. Descriptive outcome data can be found in Table 5. A bar diagram, including denoted post-hoc tests that survived the FDR procedure (for details see section Post-hoc tests) can be found in Figure 1.

Per-protocol-analysis 2 repeated measures ANOVA: intervention effects on alcohol consumption (g ethanol)

There were several extreme outliers across all three assessment points (T0: \( n = 1 \), T2: \( n = 12 \), T3: \( n = 8 \)). Skew and kurtosis strongly suggested non-normality of the distributions. As some individuals had zero values on g ethanol at post-test or follow-up, log10 transformation was not possible in these cases. Thus, first we performed a linear transformation (+1) on all assessment points. Afterwards, log10 transformation was performed. Albeit the pre-defined skew and kurtosis criterion was still slightly failed (skew\(_{T0}\) = 0.05, kurtosis\(_{T0}\) = -0.76; skew\(_{T1}\) = -1.39, kurtosis\(_{T1}\) = 1.44; skew\(_{T2}\) = -1.14, kurtosis\(_{T2}\) = 0.57), and, due to the participants that changed to zero consumption, 17 extremes at post-test (T1: \( n = 3 \) in PE, \( n = 5 \) in AAT0, \( n = 6 \) in AAT+) and 18 non-extreme outliers at follow-up (T2: \( 7 \) in PE, \( 5 \) in AAT0, \( 2 \) in AAT+, \( 4 \) in WLC), (lower bound = 1\(^{\text{st}}\) quartile – 1.5 * IQR; upper bound = 3\(^{\text{rd}}\) quartile + 1.5*IQR) were present, we reasoned that excluding those cases would be inappropriate, as they likely constitute realistic cases. Since there were no significant baseline differences in the PPA sample (see Table 2), no control for covariates (rm ANCOVA, or MANCOVA) was necessary. The rm AVOVA within-subjects effects analysis revealed a significant time effect \[ F(2, 244) = \]
28.28, \( p < .001, \eta^2_{\text{partial}} = .188 \). The between-group effect was non-significant \( [F(3, 122) = 1.16, p = .328, \eta^2_{\text{partial}} = .028] \). The group*time within-subject effect was significant \( [F(6, 244) = 2.78, p = .013, \eta^2_{\text{partial}} = .064] \). Descriptive data can be found in Table 5. A bar diagram, including denoted post-hoc tests that survived the FDR procedure can be found in Figure 2.

*Intention-to-treat analysis 1 repeated measures ANCOVA: intervention effects on craving*

There were no (extreme) outliers for craving, skew and kurtosis were all in an acceptable range at all assessment points in the total sample. As there was a significant difference in baseline AUDIT scores (see Table 3), this variable was included as covariate in the analysis. The within-subject effects analysis revealed that the time effect was non-significant \( [F(1.79, 349.26) = 1.136, p = .318, \eta^2_{\text{partial}} = .006] \), and no significant group effect was found \( [F(3, 195) = 0.59, p = .623, \eta^2_{\text{partial}} = .009] \). The within-subject group*time interaction effect was significant \( [F(5.37, 349.26) = 4.17, p = .001, \eta^2_{\text{partial}} = .060] \). Descriptive data can be found in Table 6. A bar diagram, including denoted post-hoc tests that survived the FDR procedure can be found in Figure 3.

*Intention-to-treat analysis 2 repeated measures ANCOVA: intervention effects on alcohol consumption (g ethanol)*

Skew and kurtosis were similar as for the PPA, and despite of slight deviations from the proposed rule of thumb and some extreme cases due to reduction to zero alcohol consumption, deemed acceptable. As there was a significant difference in baseline AUDIT scores (see Table 3), this variable was included as covariate in the analysis. The rm ANCOVA within-subject effects analysis revealed a significant time effect \( [F(1.98, 386.85) = 11.20, p < .001, \eta^2_{\text{partial}} = .054] \), and, as opposed to the PPA, a significant group effect was found \( [F(3, 196) = 2.85, p = .039, \eta^2_{\text{partial}} = .042] \). The group*time within-subject effect was significant \( [F(5.95, 386.85) = 5.44, p < .001, \eta^2_{\text{partial}} = .077] \). The ITTA results for drinking amount in g ethanol broadly confirm the PPA results. Descriptive data can be found in Table 6. A bar diagram, including denoted post-hoc tests that survived the FDR procedure can be found in Figure 4.
Replication of Intention-to-treat analysis 2 using MANCOVA: intervention effects on alcohol consumption (g ethanol)

MANCOVA (covariates = AUDIT mean sum score, log-transformed alcohol consumption in g ethanol at baseline; fixed factor = group; outcomes = log-transformed post-test and follow-up alcohol consumption in g ethanol) was conducted to check robustness of findings controlling for systematic differences in alcohol consumption at baseline. The according multivariate omnibus test revealed that group significantly explained variance in the outcomes \[F(6, 386) = 5.75, p < .001, \eta^2_{\text{partial}} = .082\], suggesting that the interventions had a significant effect on post-test and/or follow-up alcohol consumption, after controlling for the identified baseline differences. The overall model explained 16.3% of variance in the outcome data (exact statistic: \(R^2_{\text{adjusted}} = .163\)).

FDR-corrected post-hoc results for PPA and ITTA

In total, as there were four significant interaction effects, 4 (craving: PPA/ ITTA, alcohol consumption: PPA/ ITTA) * 4 (groups) * 3 (within-group contrasts between timepoints) = 48 within-group contrasts (paired t-tests) were computed. Concerning between group differences, 4 (craving: PPA/ ITTA, alcohol consumption: PPA/ ITTA) * 6 (possible comparisons between groups within a given timepoint) * 3 (timepoints) = 72 between group t-tests were computed. Of the total \(n_{\text{post-hoc}} = 120\) tests, 40 (33%) were significant \((p < .05)\) before applying the Benjamini-Hochberg method. After applying the procedure, 15 previously significant tests were discarded as false-positives, resulting in 25 post-hoc-tests identified as true-positives. The findings after FDR-correction, along with effect sizes for the respective contrasts, are indicated in the respective figures for the PPA and ITTA analyses (Figures 1 - 4).

In sum, the evidence was most coherent for craving, with significant decline most clearly arising within the AAT0 group in the PPA analysis from baseline to post-test (large effect), with relative stability towards the follow-up. Furthermore, in the PPA, the AAT+ group only exhibited a moderate, significant baseline-to-post-test effect, which was lost to follow-up (see
Figure 1). In the ITTA, the findings for AAT0 were replicated. However now also the AAT+ group showed significant, baseline-to-post-test and baseline-to-follow-up decline in craving (moderate effect; see Figure 3). For drinking amount in g ethanol, the pattern of findings was not in favor of imaginal retraining, with all groups showing significant decline in drinking amount to some extent, both in the PPA (Figure 2) and ITTA (Figure 4).

*Differences in training duration between the intervention groups*

Training duration was assessed on an ordinal scale level, hence non-parametric K-W tests were computed. Concerning training time reported at post-test, there was no difference between types of interventions (PE, AAT0, AAT+) on training time from pre-to-post ($H(3, n = 126) = 3.99, p = .136$). From post-test to follow-up, training time also did not differ significantly between the active groups ($H(3, n = 123) = 4.38, p = .112$), suggesting that differential engagement of participants may not constitute a source of systematic bias across these groups.
4. DISCUSSION

By segregating the three main components of imaginal retraining, we strived to further elucidate the mechanisms underlying the technique and whether its craving reducing effects are due to the mechanisms of ‘enriched’ embodied cognition or can be achieved by a more simplified version. In addition, to enhance validity, we investigated the effect on alcohol consumption. Overall, the pattern of results suggests that AAT0 most consistently reduces craving in the PPA from baseline to post-test (large effect) with results remaining stable over time, rendering it the most favorable intervention. Moreover, for AAT+, a moderate effect between baseline and post-test, not stable over time (effect lost at follow-up), could be observed in the PPA. The ITTA showed similar results for AAT0, for AAT+ significant reductions in craving could be found from baseline to post-test, as well as post-test to follow-up with moderate effects. However, it needs to be carefully considered that there were baseline differences between AAT+ and PE, with individuals in AAT+ exhibiting significantly higher craving. In addition, on a descriptive level, higher craving was observed in both imaginal retraining groups which needs to be considered for interpretation. Although AAT0 and AAT+ show significant effects with regards to craving reduction, the effects for AAT0 were more robust. For the secondary outcome drinking amount in grams ethanol, the pattern of findings was inconsistent and not in favor of imaginal retraining, with all groups showing a significant decline in drinking amount to some extent, both in the PPA and ITTA. Interestingly, even PE and WLC show reductions in drinking amount. A reason for PE leading to a reduction in alcohol consumption might be that the psychoeducation component is mainly focused on providing advice to reduce one’s drinking amount and habits while the imaginal retraining components from AAT0 and AAT+ set out to actively reduce craving (Moritz et al., 2019a; Moritz et al., 2020; Moritz et al., 2019b; Moritz et al., 2021; Wirtz et al., 2021). Another explanation for this could be that participants in these groups compensated for their lack of intervention by taking other measures to address their drinking issues, as they participated in the study because of their
desire to reduce their alcohol intake. Furthermore, participants of PE and WLC might have been primed to desire and initiate change in drinking amount after participating in a study and being assessed twice beforehand.

Somewhat unexpectedly, the results did not support the hypothesis that the ‘enriched’ version of imaginal retraining, containing enhanced embodied cognitions and emotion induction, is most effective in reducing craving, somewhat contradicting the notion that ‘more is more’. Previous studies on alcohol- and other substance abuse behaviors have shown that substance-seeking can even increase through negative emotion induction, if participants display depressive symptoms and use substances to cope with negative affect (Hogarth et al., 2018; Hogarth et al., 2019), possibly supporting the notion that imaginal retraining can dispense with the component of emotion induction, especially as the results for the simplified retraining manual are more robust than those of the ‘enriched’ version. Additionally, the number of dropouts throughout the assessments was descriptively highest in AAT+ (47.5%) compared to the other conditions (WLC = 38.8%, PE = 23.9% and AAT0 = 34.8%). Moreover, containing 11 pages and 3,683 words, the AAT+ manual is the longest of the three (621 words more than the AAT0 manual) and the instructions of the ‘enriched’ version are more abstract and complex to perform. More instructions need to be kept in mind, which might distract from focusing on pushing away the imagined beverage while carrying out the movement. As working memory capacity is limited (Proctor & van Zandt, 2008), accompanying imaginal retraining with ‘enriched’ embodied cognition might lead to a heightened cognitive load and take away from the actual exercise. Therefore, shorter instructions involving less factors to integrate might facilitate the exercise and its effectiveness. Thus, the heightened cognitive load of the AAT+ intervention might explain the more consistent findings concerning the simplified imaginal retraining version AAT0, as the focus is on the essence of approach bias modification.
Limitations and future studies

Due to the self-help nature of the study, it was not possible to track participants’ adherence of following manual instructions and carrying out the training correctly. The results are based on retrospective self-reported information regarding treatment adherence, craving and alcohol consumption. However, prior imaginal retraining studies (Moritz et al., 2019a; Moritz et al., 2020; Moritz et al., 2019b; Moritz et al., 2021; Wirtz et al., 2021) faced the same drawbacks, yet promising results regarding the imaginal retraining technique were observed consistently across all previous trials. However, in all previous studies the original retraining technique (AAT+) has been proven to be effective in reducing craving for AUD (Moritz et al., 2019a), smoking (Moritz et al., 2020) and overeating (Moritz et al., 2019b). A pilot dismantling study examining the immediate effects of a single application of the imaginal retraining technique including an imagined- and an actual arm movement showed reduced craving at statistical trend level for high-calorie food with and without an actual arm movement (Wirtz et al., 2021). A similar study dismantling imaginal retraining in a sample of smokers showed significant reductions in craving only in the condition without an actual arm movement (Moritz et al., 2020). However, both studies examined the effects on craving after a one-time application only, which sets them apart from this RCT. In this trial we also ensured that participants could contact the study coordinators in case any questions and/or uncertainties regarding study participation/implementation of the intervention remained, by providing an e-mail address and a phone number. As the AAT+ might not be as feasible in its original manual version as previously thought, future studies should evaluate the effect of instructing imaginal retraining in a video format, demonstrating all steps of the technique (learning by model). This way of illustrating the technique might make it easier to follow the instructions and carry out the movements, rather than reading the extensive manual. Increasing comprehensibility might in turn heighten the engagement of the participants.
Moreover, there was a distinct pattern in that non-completers displayed significantly higher levels of alcohol consumption and craving, as well as higher scores on the AUDIT (significantly more non-completers showing a score of $\geq 16$ indicating a likelihood of alcohol dependence) and the ADS. From this it can be derived that participants who discontinued participation of the study displayed more severe alcohol-related symptoms than completers. This raises the question whether the manual version of imaginal retraining is a suited intervention for individuals with high levels of craving, alcohol consumption and alcohol related issues. Moreover, significantly older individuals dropped out of the trial. This might indicate that younger people are more likely to use the imaginal retraining manual, which poses an additional limitation, as the reach of the intervention may be restricted to an even more distinct demographic. Additionally, this study only included people who actively searched the platform Google for help to restrict alcohol intake, scrolled through Facebook self-help groups, or were actively invited to participate (in case they fulfilled selection criteria) through a student e-mail distributer. This poses the issue of a selection bias, as this form of reactive recruitment of participants may not reach a large representative part of the target population of problem drinkers but is restricted to those actively seeking help. Therefore, the generalizability of the results may be limited to younger individuals actively looking for self-help tools to intervene with their drinking behavior with only mild to moderate craving, alcohol consumption and alcohol related problems.

Furthermore, heterogeneity in drinking amount was very high, causing large variances between the ethanol scores, indicating the need to introduce stricter inclusion criteria for future studies than wishing to reduce alcohol intake. Alcohol consumption should be assessed in a more restricted fashion to attain a more homogeneous sample and to ensure comparability. For example, this could entail only including participants displaying a score of 8 or above on the AUDIT, indicating hazardous drinking behavior, and/or setting a stricter cut-off amount for
grams of ethanol, following established guidelines of problematic or risky consumption. This might enable future studies to specify and generalize results to a certain population.

Lastly, although this study showed the effectiveness of imaginal retraining, it is yet unclear how it compares directly to the original AAT performed on a computer. Future studies should aim to juxtapose the simplified imaginal retraining manual with the computer AAT in a RCT to discern which one is more effective in reducing craving and alcohol consumption.

Conclusion

In sum, this RCT demonstrates that a simplified version of the imaginal retraining manual is more feasible and renders more consistent results in craving reduction compared to the original version, with moderate to large effect sizes. Based on the results of this study it can be concluded that components such as ‘enriched’ embodied cognition (i.e., emotion induction via thoughts and postures) may be dispensable or should perhaps be better instructed (e.g., in the form of a video). Additionally, the complexity of the AAT+ manual may have led to the high drop-out rate in this specific intervention group. Future studies should aim for a more homogenous sample by applying stricter inclusion criteria (clinical cut-offs) with regards to alcohol consumption, to avoid large variance and thus poor interpretability of the results. Based on the findings, it cannot be reasoned that imaginal retraining has a positive effect on reducing alcohol consumption at this point. However, this study provides more evidence that imaginal retraining significantly reduces craving for alcohol.
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